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Abstract—The lateral profile of trapped charge in a silicon–
oxide–nitride–oxide–silicon (SONOS) electrically erasable programmable read-only memory programmed using channel-hotelectron injection is determined using current–voltage (ID –VG )
measurements along with two-dimensional device simulations
and is verified using gate-induced-drain-leakage measurements,
charge-pumping (CP) measurements, and Monte Carlo simulations. An iterative procedure is used to match simulated ID –VG
characteristics with experimental ID –VG characteristics at different stages of programming, by sequentially increasing the trapped
electron charge in simulations. Fresh cells are found to contain a
high laterally nonuniform trapped charge, which (along with large
electron injection during the program) make the conventional
CP techniques inadequate for extracting the charge profile. This
charge results in a nonmonotonous variation of threshold and
flat-band voltages along the channel and makes it impossible to
simultaneously determine interface and trapped charge profiles
using CP alone. The CP technique is modified for application to
SONOS cells and is used to verify the charge profile obtained using
ID –VG and to estimate the interface degradation. This paper
enhances the study presented in our earlier work.
Index Terms—Channel-hot-electron (CHE) injection, charge
pumping (CP), gate-induced drain leakage (GIDL), nonuniform
charge trapping, silicon-oxide-nitride-oxide-silicon (SONOS) electrically erasable programmable read-only memories (EEPROMs),
trapped charge profiling.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HERE IS A renewed interest in silicon–oxide–nitride–
oxide–silicon (SONOS) (including NROM type) electrically erasable programmable read-only memories (EEPROMs)
as floating-gate (FG) EEPROMs are approaching their scaling
limits [2]–[6]. In addition to their better scalability compared
to FG EEPROMs, SONOS EEPROMs are also easier to fabricate making them suitable for embedded applications [4],
[5]. They also provide a 2-bit/cell operation, when the charge
storage is laterally localized in the nitride by using localized injection mechanisms like channel-hot-electron (CHE) injection
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and band-to-band-tunneling (BTBT)-induced hot hole injection
(HHI) [2], [4]. The knowledge about the location and the spread
of this trapped charge is very important to ensure a reliable 2bit operation. The ability to predict and adjust trapped-electron
and trapped-hole profiles is crucial for cell endurance. In addition, the lateral extent of trapped charge also determines the
scalability of these SONOS cells.
The charge-pumping (CP) technique is a well-known technique used for profiling trapped charge and interface states
in MOSFETs, after a hot-carrier stress [7]–[13]. Recently, a
method based on subthreshold ID –VG characteristics (I–V )
and gate-induced-drain-leakage (GIDL) current along with
two-dimensional (2-D) device simulations was proposed for extracting the spatial distribution of CHE injection [14]. However,
the lateral spread of trapped charge in a programmed SONOS
cell obtained from these methods differs widely [13], [14].
In this paper, we use all the above methods (I–V , GIDL, and
CP) to comprehensively establish the lateral profile of trapped
electrons in a programmed SONOS cell and remove the ambiguity [1]. We also use Monte Carlo simulations to determine
the lateral CHE distribution. We show that the spread of trapped
electrons can be estimated by using I–V measurements and
2-D simulations only. Importantly, we demonstrate that the
traditional way of profiling trapped charge using CP can give
erroneous results in SONOS cells due to large charge trapping
involved. The virgin cells also may have a large trapped charge,
making it impossible to determine both the trapped charge
and interface-trap profiles simultaneously using the traditional
CP technique. After making necessary modifications to the
extraction technique, we use it to verify that the charge profile
obtained using I–V gives back measured CP characteristics.
In addition to [1], we show that many distributions of the
trapped charge can predict CP characteristics, but all cannot
be consistent with measured I–V characteristics. This makes
it important to comprehensively determine the lateral charge
profile by simultaneously using various available methods. We
also show independently from CP results that the lateral spread
of trapped electrons cannot be much larger than that obtained
from I–V .
Section II presents device and experimental details, along
with the simulation method. The first part of Section III
describes the charge-profiling method using only I–V measurements and 2-D device simulations. After showing that Monte
Carlo simulations also predict similar results, the sensitivity of
simulated I–V characteristics to changes in charge spread and
magnitude is explored. Finally, GIDL characteristics are used to
verify the magnitude of charge trapped in the gate–drain overlap
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region. The second part of Section III discusses the application
of CP in extracting the lateral profile of trapped charge in
SONOS cells. After showing the inadequacy of the traditional
method, a modification for SONOS cells is proposed. This is
then used to verify that the lateral extent of trapped charge
obtained using I–V is consistent with CP measurements.
II. EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION DETAILS
Experiments were performed on isolated SONOS memory
cells having top-oxide/nitride/bottom-oxide (ONO) dimensions
of 5.8/8/5 nm, width of 2 µm, and ONO stack length of
0.25 µm. Programming was done using CHE injection in
small time steps (equi-spaced in logarithmic time scale) with
intermediate I–V and GIDL measurements. The bias used was
VD = 5 V and VS = VB = 0 V, with VG ranging between
7–9 V (fixed for a cell). I–V measurements were done at
VD = 0.1 V in the reverse mode [4] by exchanging source and
drain terminals (VD is applied at the terminal acting as the
source during program). Reverse-mode I–V shows a higher
sensitivity to the trapped electron charge compared to forward
read; as a result, less charge injection is needed for similar
threshold-voltage shifts [4], [14]. The GIDL current (substrate
current) was measured while ramping VG to negative values
with VD fixed at 2 V. CP measurements were done at the start
and at the end of programming using two 400-kHz pulses, one
with a fixed base (−4.6 V) and a varying top and the other with
a fixed top (4.6 V) and a varying base [7].
The device used for simulations was obtained using Integrated Systems Engineering (ISE) Technology ComputerAided Design (TCAD) process simulator, DIOS [15]. I–V and
GIDL characteristics were simulated using ISE TCAD device
simulator DESSIS [15]. Hot electron distributions were simulated in a nonself-consistent full-band Monte Carlo simulator
[16] using field information from DESSIS. At the end of a process simulation, the ONO stack was replaced by an oxide of
equivalent electrical thickness to facilitate Monte Carlo simulations that could handle only Si and SiO2 . The effect of the
charge distributed throughout the ONO stack can be captured
using an effective charge at the interface, if second-order effects
could be neglected. Here, the charge was placed at the interface
of Si and the oxide, using a series of charge packets about
10-nm wide (local grid spacing is about 2 nm). Fig. 1 shows
the position of charge packets in a schematic of the cell before
replacing the ONO stack with an oxide of equivalent thickness.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Trapped Charge Proﬁling Using I–V
The relation between the lateral extent of charge trapping
above the channel region and the subthreshold slope (SS) of
I–V has been studied well [14], [17]. This, together with the
dependence of GIDL current on the charge trapped above the
drain junction (in the gate–drain overlap region, referred to as
overlap from now) was used as the basis of trapped-chargeprofiling technique in [14]. However, charge trapped in the
overlap can also degrade the current in the linear region of I–V ,

Fig. 1. Schematic of a SONOS cell with the expanded portion showing the
scheme used to simulate the effect of trapped charge by placing charge packets
at the interface. Channel packets always start at the drain (and source) end and
extend into the channel. During simulations, the ONO stack was replaced with
an oxide of equivalent electrical thickness.

Fig. 2. Simulated I–V with the charge placed in two rectangular packets at
the interface (Fig. 1). Increasing the magnitude of a trapped charge (negative)
above the channel increases VTH and SS. Increasing the overlap charge
magnitude changes the slope in the linear region along with a small increase in
VTH . A much larger overlap charge is needed compared to the channel charge
to get a similar VTH shift. Increasing the overlap charge spread (at a constant
charge density) beyond the edge of the ONO stack has a negligible effect on
I–V (not shown here).

as shown in Fig. 2. Electrons trapped in the overlap region can
locally reduce the conductance, which is manifested as a seriesresistance effect. We show that this makes it possible to estimate
the charge trapped in the overlap using I–V alone (instead of
GIDL measurements).
1) Extraction of Program Charge Proﬁle: Charge can also
be trapped in the ONO stack of SONOS cells during fabrication [18]. The variation in I–V characteristics of virgin cells
measured across a wafer suggests the presence of a spatially
nonuniform charge trapping in virgin cells [1]. During simulation of virgin cells, placing a negative charge in the gate stack
was found to be essential, as simulated subthreshold characteristics of a virgin cell could not be matched with experimental
characteristics by varying simulation parameters alone. For this,
charge packets were placed symmetrically on both source and
drain ends of the Si-SiO2 interface (Fig. 1). A match with
experimental I–V characteristics was obtained by adjusting
the charge in these packets together with mobility parameters.
As explained below, being able to consistently match all the
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Fig. 3. Measured I–V characteristics during programming (VG /VD /VB =
8/5/0 V, total programming time = 10 µs) along with the simulated ones.
Simulations are done by placing the charge in four rectangular packets (12 nm
in the overlap and three 10-nm packets above the channel) along the interface.
The initial simulated curve is matched by placing the identical charge on both
source and drain sides. Curves during programming are matched by gradually
adding a negative charge to the drain side only (iteratively until all curves
are matched).

subsequent programming I–V s makes this profile more likely,
as any arbitrary profile would not achieve this. The charge in a
virgin cell was found to be highest at the gate edges, gradually
decreasing towards the center of channel. This charge can have
major implications in applying the CP technique for charge
profiling, as shown in Section III-B.
I–V characteristics measured at various intermediate stages
while programming the SONOS cell are shown in Fig. 3. Distribution of electrons trapped in the ONO stack of a programmed
cell was found using an iterative procedure [14] by matching
simulated and experimental I–V s while satisfying the following conditions: 1) I–V characteristics at intermediate stages of
programming are simulated sequentially and 2) only a negative
charge is added (in the drain half of the channel) to proceed
from one programmed state to the next. The latter condition
means that any lateral redistribution of trapped electrons during
programming or intermediate I–V measurements is neglected
here. The process of sequentially matching all intermediate
I–V s makes the profile more likely. Although more than one
charge profile can simulate the final I–V , all I–V s starting
from the virgin state cannot be obtained consistently unless that
profile is close to reality. As a further check, the sensitivity of
simulated I–V values to changes in the obtained charge profile
is discussed in next part of this section.
Programming I–V characteristics simulated using the above
method are shown in Fig. 3, for a cell programmed at
VG /VD /VB = 8/5/0 V. During the initial stages of programming, most of the charge (electron) trapping was found to
occur in the overlap region. This can also be observed from the
sudden decrease of the slope in the linear region of I–V after
the very first program pulse. Fig. 4 plots charge distributions
corresponding to the virgin and final programmed states. The
figure shows a charge spread of about 40 nm (in agreement
with [14]). For the same VTH shift, a similar charge spread
(40–50 nm) was obtained for cells programmed (separately)
at biases of 7/5/0 and 9/5/0 V. (A uniform sheet of charge
extending throughout the interface was present in both virgin
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Fig. 4. Charge (negative) profile on the drain side in virgin and programmed
cells obtained from I–V simulations (Fig. 3). An additional uniform sheet of
charge present throughout the interface in both virgin and programmed devices
is not shown for clarity. The CHE profile obtained from the Monte Carlo
simulation of the virgin device at programming bias is also shown.

and programmed states and is not shown, as it only shifts the
I–V curves in parallel. The magnitude of this charge is less
than the injected charge.)
Monte Carlo simulations are used to separately get an estimate of the hot electron distribution in the channel. For this purpose, a virgin device (along with its charge) was first simulated
at a program bias in DESSIS. The Monte Carlo simulator was
subsequently used to get the hot electron distribution along the
channel. Fig. 4 plots this hot electron distribution in a virgin cell
under the same program bias and it predicts a similar spread of
trapped charge as the I–V method. However, it should be noted
that injected charge depends on the fraction of these electrons
directed towards interface and the presence of a favorable oxide
field. This field dynamically changes with charge trapping
during programming and affects subsequent charge injection.
The simulation of a programmed cell (with the corresponding
charge) at the same bias shows an increase in the region of
opposing oxide field and a slight decrease in the CHE density.
While the exact dynamics of injection of a charge into an ONO
stack and its subsequent transport are beyond the scope of this
paper, it is clear that for reasonable shifts in VTH the lateral
spread of a trapped charge cannot be significantly larger than
that obtained above.
2) Correctness of the Charge Proﬁle: To verify the charge
profile obtained above, the sensitivity of simulated I–V characteristics to changes in this profile is studied and an independent estimation of the overlap charge is made using GIDL
current. Increasing the charge spread inside channel by adding a
10-nm charge packet (having the same charge as the neighboring packet) decreased the SS as shown in Fig. 5. To get back
the actual SS, charge in the new packet had to be decreased
to a very small value, which has a negligible effect on I–V .
Decreasing the original spread by removing the packet towards
the center of the channel increased the SS as shown in Fig. 5.
Modifying the charge in other packets could not revert back
the SS to experimental value. Furthermore, using a profile
with a much different channel spread (with magnitude changed
accordingly) cannot consistently simulate all the intermediate
I–V characteristics. Varying the magnitude of charge trapped
above the channel mainly shifts I–V characteristics along the
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Fig. 5. Changing the spread of charge in the channel of programmed cell
mainly affects SS of simulated I–V . Without the last packet (78–88 nm),
the slope could not be recovered by changing the charge in existing packets.
Matching the slope using an additional packet (68–78 nm) required a negligibly
small charge in that packet. Changing the magnitude of the overlap charge
(negative) changes the slope in linear region along with a slight shift in VTH .

VG axis. However, it should also be noted that the actual trapped
charge magnitude depends on the vertical distribution of the
charge in the ONO stack, which cannot be determined by this
method.
The magnitude of the overlap charge largely affects the slope
of I–V in the linear region (Fig. 5). On the other hand, the
spread of the overlap charge beyond the ONO stack has no
effect on I–V , as mentioned earlier. The GIDL current is highly
sensitive to any charge trapped in the overlap region [14],
as it originates from BTBT in the drain region under the
gate–drain interface [19], [20]. Here, a separate estimate of
the overlap charge was obtained using GIDL measurements
and simulations. The GIDL characteristics of a virgin cell were
simulated using the virgin trapped charge profile obtained from
I–V matching and by adjusting BTBT model parameters. Once
a good match was obtained, the parameter values were fixed and
program characteristics were simulated by adding a negative
charge at the drain end as in the I–V method discussed earlier.
Fig. 6 shows experimental and simulated GIDL currents for the
programming shown in Fig. 3. Even GIDL curves suggest a
large injection of negative charge into the overlap at the start
of programming. In this case, the overlap charge obtained for
the final programmed state closely matches the charge obtained
using I–V (within 5%), indicating that the I–V method alone is
adequate to predict this. Even though I–V is comparatively less
sensitive to overlap charge in these cells, the large magnitude of
the overlap charge helps in a reasonably accurate prediction.
B. Proﬁling Using CP
1) Traditional CP Method and its Limitations: CP method
is a well-known technique used to extract the spatial distribution of oxide trapped charge and interface degradation,
due to hot-carrier stress in MOSFETs [7]–[13]. Ideally, CP
characteristics measured before and after the stress can be used
to directly determine the lateral distribution of trapped charge
(NOT ) along with generated interface traps (∆NIT ). In brief,
CP measurement involves using a gate pulse to repeatedly drive
parts of the channel (CP region) between inversion and accumu-
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Fig. 6. Measured and simulated GIDL currents at various stages of programming. Charge packets are used during simulations as in Fig. 3 (similar to [14]).
To match the initial curve, simulation parameters are adjusted using the charge
distribution from I–V . Programmed curves are matched by adding the charge
on the drain side (independent of I–V ). A large change in IGIDL at the start
of a program indicates a large electron injection into the overlap region and
supports a similar observation from I–V characteristics.

lation. The two levels of gate pulse (VBASE and VTOP ) along
with local threshold (VTH ) and flat-band (VFB ) voltages of a
MOSFET determine the CP region (region with VBASE < VFB
and VTOP > VTH ). Different modes of CP are possible based
on how VBASE and VTOP are varied [7]. The CP current (ICP )
is directly proportional to the number of interface traps (NIT )
in the CP region. A spatial distribution of NOT and ∆NIT
can be extracted from CP characteristics as NOT changes
local VTH and VFB profiles and ∆NIT changes the current
contribution from a given region. This is the basic principle
behind various CP techniques used for profiling. However, all
the techniques proposed so far explicitly or implicitly assume
that VTH and VFB profiles vary monotonously in either half
of the channel, having a one-to-one correspondence with the
position in channel [7]–[13].
This assumption becomes questionable when the large
charge trapping in SONOS cells (also referred to as NOT ) is
considered. It can become invalid even in fresh cells, which
may have very high charge trapping near the gate edges (Fig. 4).
This highly nonuniform trapped charge increases further with
programming. As a check, VTH and VFB profiles in a virgin
device were simulated using 2-D device simulations. Initially,
profiles in a cell with no charge were simulated (using channel
electron and hole concentrations of 1016 cm−3 to define VTH
and VFB , respectively), and the contribution of the trapped
charge was added to these ([1, Fig. 8]). The cell without charge
has peak VFB and VTH at the center of the channel, as expected.
However, in the presence of charge VFB shows two peaks
in either half of the channel and VTH has peaks near either
end of the channel. Thus, it may not be always possible to
unambiguously determine VFB profile from experiments, unless
the charge distribution is known. Here, VTH profile can still be
determined under some approximations, as it largely remains
monotonous except towards the end of the channel. However,
this may not be true in general, and the initial charge is also not
always available to perform a check.
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Fig. 7. Schematics of two possible VTH profiles along the channel in virgin
and programmed cells. In the virgin cell, with an increasing VTOP (when
VBASE is below VFB ), the initial contribution to ICP comes from the center
of the channel in case A and from the ends of channel (a–b and a -b ) in
case B. After programming, in case A, ICP remains the same until X0 is
reached; whereas in case B, ICP becomes half (a –b does not contribute) until
the center of the channel starts contributing.

Both VTH and VFB profiles are needed to determine NOT and
∆NIT profiles simultaneously. This is not possible here as only
the virgin VTH profile (and not the VFB profile) can be obtained
from measurements. Some techniques using a single profile require an additional step for neutralizing the trapped charge [12],
so that only ∆NIT changes between measurements. However,
in this case, there is no known way to selectively neutralize
NOT . NOT can be also be extracted when ∆NIT is negligible
[13]; even this was not true here. Therefore, we use CP only to
verify the NOT profile obtained from I–V . Even for this, the
CP technique required a modification that is shown in the next
part of this section. After modification, it was used to verify if
the experimental CP characteristics are consistent with the NOT
profile obtained from the I–V method. This technique can also
be used to determine the ∆NIT profile when NOT is known.
2) CP Technique for a Programmed SONOS Cell: NOT in
the virgin SONOS cells can result in two different VTH profiles
shown in Fig. 7, with the peak either at the edge of the ONO
stack or slightly inside. In either case, programming shifts
this peak towards the edge of the ONO stack due to large
charge injection in the overlap region. Comparing experimental
ICP before (ICPI ) and after (ICPP ) programming distinguishes
the two possible virgin-cell profiles. Let the charge injection
take place starting from X0 , as shown in Fig. 7, and let the
corresponding VTH be VT 0 . When virgin VTH peaks at the
gate edge (case A), the CP region starts from the center of
the channel as VTOP starts increasing. Thus, ICPP remains
the same as ICPI for VTOP < VT 0 . However, when VTH peaks
inside the channel (case B), the CP region initially starts from
edges (regions a–b and a –b in Fig. 7) before the center of
the channel participates. After programming, as the CP region
starts only from source side (a–b), ICPP remains half of ICPI
until the center of channel takes part in the CP. As the VTH
profile is flat near the center of the channel, dICP /dVTOP peaks
at this point and the corresponding VTOP value gives the local
VTH (VTOPM ). Fig. 8 shows experimental CP characteristics
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Fig. 8. CP current measured as a function of VTOP before and after programming. ICP after the program is half of the virgin ICP until the center of the
channel starts participating in the CP (peak of dICP /dV occurs at this VTOP )
indicating that VTH profile is closer to case B than case A (Fig. 7).

before and after program, which support case B for the cells
used here.
The VTH profile inside the channel of a virgin cell (VTI )
can be found if following assumptions are made. 1) Before
programming, NIT is uniform along the channel (NIT (x)
is constant). 2) Eliminating the contribution to ICP from regions with VTOP < VTOPM gives the contribution from the
region between the two peaks of VTI [or ICPI,EFF (VTOP ) =
ICPI (VTOP ) − ICPI (VTOPM )]. 3) The peak of VTI occurs very
close to the junction so that the extent of the region between
peaks of VTI is the same as LEFF . 4) CP covers the full channel
(VTOP is increased up to the peak VTI , after which ICP stops
increasing).
The following expression gives VTI as a function of x (VTI =
VTOP when ICP varies with VTOP ):
ICPI,EFF (VTOP ) = 2qW f NIT x

(1)

where, f is the frequency of gate pulse. Here, the center of
channel is located at x = 0, and VTI is symmetric on either side.
Using this estimated VTI (x) and NOT (x) obtained from I–V ,
the VTH profile after programming [VTP (x)] can be found.
Here, a rectangular box profile of NOT is converted to an
approximate piecewise-linear function of x. In addition, any
contribution to VTP from ∆NIT is neglected.
ICPP is related to ICPI , VTP , and ∆NIT and can be calculated using the following relations.
For VTOP < VTOPM
ICPP (VTOP ) =

ICPI (VTOP )
.
2

(2)

For VTOPM < VTOP < VT 0 (or equivalently, for x < X0 )
ICPI (VTOPM )
2
= VTP (x) = VTI (x).

ICPP (VTOP ) = ICPI (VTOP ) −
VTOP
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Fig. 9. Best fit simulated ICP when the ∆NIT spread (inside the channel)
is 5 nm more (A) or less (B) than the NOT spread. ∆NIT is shown only
in the region accessible to the CP after programming (up to 79 nm). ICP is
always underestimated or overestimated compared to the actual value. (NOT is
schematically shown as a triangle but is actually a piecewise linear profile).
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Fig. 10. A triangular (instead of piecewise linear) NOT profile gives wellmatched CP characteristics (not shown) with the ∆NIT profile shown. Here,
CP probes only up to 88 nm into channel, and the NOT beyond that point has
no effect on ICP . The I–V simulated using this profile (after converting into
a box profile as shown) did not match with the experimental I–V . The ∆NIT
profile is also unphysical, with its magnitude abruptly increasing at a point in
channel.

For VTOP > VT 0 (for x > X0 )
ICPP (VTOP ) =

ICPI (VTOP ) ICPI (VTI ) ICPI (VTOPM )
+
−
2
2
2
+ ∆NIT contribution (from X0 to x)

VTOP = VTP (x) = VTI (x) +

q NOT (x)
.
COX

(4a)
(4b)

In (4a), ICPI (VTOP )/2 is the contribution from the source
side of channel while the rest indicates contribution from the
drain side.
∆NIT is usually assumed to have the same shape as NOT
[8], [12]. In this paper, to calculate ICPP , ∆NIT is approximated to have a triangular shape and to exist only in the region
of charge injection. The best fit ICPP is obtained by iteratively
adjusting the magnitude of ∆NIT and its spread towards the
gate edge. The latter is related to the extent of CP region towards the gate edge. An accurate ICPP could be calculated this
way, and Fig. 9 shows the schematic of ∆NIT for a device programmed at 7/5/0 V. It was also seen that ICPP could not be
obtained when the ∆NIT profile starts at a different point in the
channel compared to NOT . The best fit ICPP for two cases, with
the starting point of ∆NIT shifted by 5 nm, is also shown in
Fig. 9. ICPP is always underestimated or overestimated at some
parts of the curve.
3) Accuracy of the CP Method: CP technique alone may not
be sufficient for profiling charge in SONOS cells and different
combinations of NOT and ∆NIT can give well-matched CP
characteristics as shown below. But all such profiles are not
realistic and do not give the expected I–V curves. Moreover,
CP can probe only to a limited extent into the charge-trapping
region (up to the point where VTP < VTOP ), depending on
maximum VTOP used. Therefore, using trapped charge obtained from I–V method to match CP characteristics cannot
guarantee accuracy of this charge in regions beyond the reach
of CP (VTP > VTOP ). Nevertheless, CP can be used to predict
the charge spread towards the center of channel as this region
participates in CP even after programming.

Fig. 11. NOT profile with a large lateral spread gives well-matched CP
characteristics with the triangular ∆NIT profile shown (∆NIT is assumed
to start at the same point in the channel as NOT ). A much-less charge was
required in packets between 50–70 nm, showing that the charge spread inside
the channel cannot be much beyond 70 nm. The best matched I–V obtained
after adjusting the charge beyond the CP region is also shown.

First, a triangular NOT profile having same peak value and
lateral extent of charge profile obtained from I–V is assumed.
It needed a trapezoidal ∆NIT for matching ICPP , as shown
in Fig. 10(a). However, such a profile with ∆NIT abruptly
increasing at a point is unrealistic. The extent of NOT beyond
the CP region (> 88 nm, here) has no effect on ICP but can
significantly affect the I–V characteristics. The wide variation
in I–V curves for two different spreads of NOT is shown in
Fig. 10(b).
The possibility of NOT having a large lateral extent is
explored next. A piecewise linear NOT profile (which can be
easily converted into a box profile for simulating I–V values)
starting deep inside the channel and a triangular ∆NIT profile
starting at the same point are assumed. The NOT profile was
adjusted along with the magnitude of ∆NIT to get a wellmatched ICPP . After converting to a box profile, NOT in the
region beyond the reach of CP was adjusted to get a best fit
with experimental I–V . The resultant NOT and ∆NIT profiles
along with the I–V characteristics are shown in Fig. 11. While
a well-matched ICPP could be obtained (not shown), I–V
characteristics could not be matched well. But importantly, to
match ICPP , the magnitude of NOT deep inside the channel
(between 50–70 nm in Fig. 11) had to be made very small (these
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magnitudes have negligible effects on I–V characteristics).
This independently shows that the lateral extent of the trapped
charge cannot be deeper inside the channel, than predicted
by I–V .
In CP measurements, the extent of the channel probed in
both virgin and programmed cells is restricted by the maximum
pulse voltage used. Due to large charge trapping in programmed
cells, scanning the full channel may require high voltages,
which can disturb the existing charge distribution. Therefore,
CP measurements have limited utility in extracting a full charge
profile. They can be used to predict the lateral extent of a
trapped charge inside a channel, in cases where charge injection is minimum towards center of the channel and gradually
increases toward the gate edges. They can also be used in cases
where the magnitude of a trapped charge is low or can be
selectively decreased by neutralizing. When applicable, CP is
a better choice compared to charge profiling using I–V and
2-D device simulations. The complex nature of the I–V method
also makes it difficult to guarantee the uniqueness of the profile.
CP is also more sensitive to localized hole injection compared
to I–V . At the same time, neither of these methods gives any
information of charge distribution in the vertical direction (in a
gate stack) but can only give an estimate of the lateral spread.
IV. CONCLUSION
The lateral profile of trapped electrons in a SONOS cell
(programmed by CHE injection) is determined using I–V
measurements with 2-D device simulations, and verified using
GIDL and CP characteristics, and Monte Carlo simulations.
An iterative procedure is used to simulate I–V characteristics
while varying the charge placed at the Si-SiO2 (bottom oxide)
interface to obtain a match with experimental I–V characteristics. Virgin cells used in this study are shown to have
a large, non-uniform trapped charge (negative and symmetric
on either side of the channel) with magnitude gradually decreasing from gate edge to the center of the channel. These
cells also show a large injection of electrons into gate–drain
overlap during the initial stages of programming, which is
separately confirmed from GIDL characteristics. The lateral
extent of trapped electrons is about 40–50 nm for a VTH shift
of 2.5 V, and the cell I–V characteristics are found to be
sensitive to changes in this charge spread. The CHE distribution simulated using the Monte Carlo method also predicts a
similar spread.
Conventional CP-based techniques for profiling NOT and
∆NIT , which require monotonous VTH and VFB profiles along
the interface in either half of the channel, are shown to fail
in SONOS cells due to the large amount of trapped charge
in both virgin and programmed cells. The nonmonotonous
VTH and VFB profiles in SONOS cells make it impossible to
simultaneously determine NOT and ∆NIT using normal CP
measurements alone. The technique is modified for the case
where VTH of a virgin SONOS cell largely remains monotonous, except near the gate edges. This modified technique is
used to verify the NOT profile (in the channel region) obtained
from I–V . Results show that while the obtained NOT profile
may not be unique, its spread inside the channel cannot be much

wider than that predicted by I–V . The modified technique can
also be used to find either NOT or ∆NIT in SONOS cells, when
one of them is known.
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